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UNIFORM MATHEMATICAL JUSTIFICATION FOR THE

PRINCIPLES OF MAJORITY, BIODIVERSITY, AND

SELF-INTEREST

YU-LIN CHOU‡

Abstract. The seemingly unrelated popular empirical principles of majority,

biodiversity, and self-interest are known to anyone that had dabbled in politi-

cal science, ecology, and economics, in particular to a typical college student.
These principles or conventional beliefs, respectively, serve as a signature of

their field. But is there a deeper connection between them? It turns out that

such a connection exists via the Hoeffding’s inequality. Roughly speaking, the
Hoeffding’s inequality, well-known in probability theory, gives an exponential

upper bound for the probability that the partial sum of centered, bounded,
and independent random variables gets large. On the basis of the Hoeffd-

ing’s inequality, we provide a simple, unified, and parsimonious mathematical

scheme to rediscover and in passing connect together the three principles. In-
deed, for each of the three cases there is essentially exactly one assumption

imposed, and these assumptions are similar in nature across the cases.

1. Introduction

What would be an interesting connection between the principle of major-
ity in political science, that of biodiversity in ecology, and that of self-interest
in economics? One immediate observation would be that all of the seemingly
disconnected ideas are believed to induce a desired result having a sense of
prosperity. Another observation would be that they are all concerned with,
at least implicitly, a large number of objects that interact “independently”
in a suitable sense. But we would like to obtain a deeper mathematical
explanation for all of these popular empirical principles so that, besides the
intellectual pleasure, we can, in some sense, unify them. Specifically but
still approximately speaking, we attempt to mathematically justify (under
reasonable, mild conditions) within a minimal “sense-making” framework:
i) A desired outcome is with arbitrarily high probability what is chosen by
more than half voters provided that the voters are sufficiently many and
make independent decisions; ii) an ecosystem sustains with arbitrarily high
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probability if the species are sufficiently many and independent in some rea-
sonable sense; iii) an economy prospers with arbitrarily high probability if
the economic agents are sufficiently many and make self-interest decisions1.
These principles are probably known, regardless of the quality, to an average
person that had been a junior in college.

In the respective fields of study, these principles (or long-maintained be-
liefs) are backed up in many forms. Roughly speaking, we may classify the
justification approaches into two classes: the theoretical or mathematical
approach and the empirical2 approach, where the latter refers to any data-
driven reasoning, meaning a reasoning based on what is observed. The ex-
isting mathematical approaches are suitable within the fields respectively;
but, to the best of our knowledge, no meaningful, interesting interdisci-
plinary connection between the mathematical approaches is known, and
hence there is no mathematical justification that works uniformly for the
three popular empirical principles.

With some additional modeling works to appropriately capture the fea-
tures intrinsic to the situations, the Hoeffding’s inequality, an elementary
result well-known in probability theory, serves as3 a major tool toward a
desired uniform mathematical justification for the principles.

The next section, Section 2, starts off the main task with some possibly
necessary auxiliary information; and Section 3 concludes.

2. Main Scheme

2.1. Preliminaries. To reduce possibly unnecessary visual complexity, we
will introduce some symbols and abbreviations in our arguments. Not all
of them are usual (in the realm of probability theory); but they are made
as informative, or even mnemonic, as possible. We believe that such a

1The main point here is merely to characterize the principles as closely as possible in
terms of the common language. For each involved discipline, there is certainly a standard
that measures the preciseness of the concepts developed in the discipline. We believe
that our statement of the principles is not so imprecise that the key ideas are missing,
but we still would like to ask pardon for some possible loss of precision in expressing the
non-mathematical concepts.

2Here the term “empirical” is used in a different sense than the “empirical” used in
the abstract. The latter sense stresses that the principles under consideration are not a
priori mathematically intended; the former sense stresses that a given reasoning is not
purely by logic.

3The spirit of the present application of the Hoeffding’s inequality is possibly not
unfamiliar to those who work in a field where probability and computational methods
intersect such as computer science or data science. The present paper shows also that
this nice feature of the Hoeffding’s inequality may be further exploited in unexpected
directions.
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reduction would not backfire. Apart from this slight deviation, all of the
involved probabilistic concepts are supposedly usual.

The term “random variable” will always refer to a measurable function
from a given probability space to R. Sometimes we will call a random
variable a random element of R and denote the phrase “being a random
element of R” by “∈d R”, where the subscript “d” signals the presence of
the concept of probability distribution.

Since we will be concerned with independent random variables, in what
follows it will always be implicitly assumed that any random variables under
consideration are defined on the same probability space. Thus “X1, X2, · · · ∈d
R” implies that all of the random variables Xn are defined on the same given
probability space. Moreover, we will denote the underlying probability mea-
sure by P; thus the map B 7→P(ξ ∈ B) defined on the Borel sigma-algebra
of R is exactly the distribution Pξ of a random variable ξ (on the proba-
bility space). The symbol Eξ denotes the expectation of ξ with respect to
P, namely the P-integral of ξ over the ambient space.

To shorten certain expressions, for each n ∈ N we will write the value of
the function Rn → R, (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ n−1

∑n
i=1 xi at every (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn

as Ê1≤i≤nxi. This abbreviation is also applied in the apparent sense when
it comes to composite maps.

Whenever applicable, we will write x∨y for max(x, y); this is to take into
account the fact that there will be long expressions in place of x or y.

Denote Lebesgue measure4 L over R by L. Although there are different
versions5 of the Hoeffding’s inequality, we will be concerned with that one
for independent, bounded random variables as given in Hoeffding [1]: If
n ∈ N, if X1, . . . , Xn ∈d R are independent, and if I1, . . . , In ⊂ R are closed
intervals such that PXi(Ii) = 1 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then

P

( n∑
i=1

(Xi − EXi) ≥ y
)
≤ exp

(
−2y2∑n

i=1(L(Ii))2

)

for all y ≥ 0.

4An intuitive (yet non-precise) way to look at Lebesgue measure over the reals is that
it returns the length of a given interval.

5To be more informative, we mention, besides the prototype version of the Hoeffding’s
inequality for independent Rademacher random variables (random variables that take and
only take values 1,−1 with each event assigned probability 1/2), there is a version for
dependent random variables as given in van de Geer [2].
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Since this result, besides the boundedness requirement, depends at most
on the dependence structure of the random variables and not on their distri-
butional homogeneity6 nor on the number n of the summands, it furnishes
flexible applications as we shall see.

2.2. Why Majority Vote Gives a “Better” Result? Consider a “well-
defined” set of voters, which is in addition, to capture the reality, assumed
(at most) countable. Suppose on average the voters, who make independent
decisions, a priori do an eventually better job at deciding which candidate
is the “true, ideal” one in the following sense: If b1, b2, · · · ∈ R such that
|bi| < 1/2 for each i ∈ N, if X1, X2, · · · ∈d R are independent, representing
the voters’ decisions, and if each Xi induces the Bernoulli distribution (1

2 −
bi)D1 + (1

2 + bi)D0 with the event {Xi = 1} being the ith voter making the
wrong decision, then

lim inf
n→∞

n−1
n∑
i=1

bi = lim inf
n→∞

Ê
1≤i≤n

bi > 0.

Here Dx denotes the Dirac measure7 (concentrated) at x for every x ∈ R.
The limiting assumption is not stringent as it requires not that every voter
is “wiser” but merely that an average voter is eventually “wiser” (however
slightly in terms of those bi) after the number of voters reaches a certain
value. We believe that many modern societies easily possess this property.

The event that more than half voters make the wrong decision translates
to {

∑n
i=1Xi > n/2}. Since EXi = 1

2 − bi for each i ∈ N by construction, we
have

∑n
i=1Xi > n/2 if and only if

∑n
i=1(Xi − EXi) >

∑n
i=1 bi. But since

there is some b > 0, being any number between 0 and the limit inferior of
the averaged bi, such that

∑n
i=1 bi > nb for sufficiently large n, we have

P

( n∑
i=1

Xi >
n

2

)
= P

( n∑
i=1

(Xi − EXi) >
n∑
i=1

bi

)

≤P

( n∑
i=1

(Xi − EXi) ≥ nb
)

6By distributional homogeneity we mean the identicalness of the probability measures
PX1 , . . . ,PXn .

7Intuitively, a Dirac measure concentrated at a point returns 1 if a given set contains
the point and 0 if otherwise.
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for some N ∈ N and all n ≥ N . Since nb > 0, and since each Xi has its
range length being 1− 0 = 1, the Hoeffding’s inequality implies that

P

( n∑
i=1

(Xi − EXi) > nb

)
≤ exp

(
−2b2n2

n

)
= exp(−2b2n)

for each n ∈ N. Given any ε > 0, we have exp(−2b2n) ≤ ε if and only if
n ≥ 2−1b−2 log(ε−1); so n ≥ N∨2−1b−2 log(ε−1) implies that P(

∑n
i=1Xi >

n
2 ) ≤ ε, which is equivalent to

P

( n∑
i=1

Xi ≤
n

2

)
≥ 1− ε.

This just shows that more than half voters will make the right decision with
arbitrarily high probability when the voters are sufficiently many (and make
their decision independently)! On the basis of this conclusion, we may have
high “confidence” in the quality of a majority-vote result in any society to
which the assumptions may be reasonably applicable. Humorously speak-
ing, that the reality seems to often suggest otherwise is probably due to a
violation of the independence requirement!

It is thus another pleasantly chilling coincidence that a purely mathemat-
ical consideration leads to the same conclusion at which the ancient thinkers
arrived from a totally different angle of consideration.

Before entering into the next case, let us appreciate the present setting
a little more. It is well-grounded to wonder if our analysis is ad hoc and
hence happens to work for the specific purpose. However well-grounded, this
remark may be doubted for the following reason: If we instead let each event
{Xi = 1} mean that the ith voter makes the correct decision, it seems that
the main argument above still applies and hence gives an exactly opposite
conclusion. However, doing so would instead require that an average voter
is eventually less “wiser”, which is unreasonable for modern societies in an
era of information revolution!

2.3. Why Biodiversity Leads to a “Better” Ecosystem? To model
the present scenario, we measure the sustainability of an ecosystem, which
should contain at most countably many species, in terms of the total amount
of the negative effects toward the system that each species would admittedly
contribute some to a certain extent. An example, just an example, of such
a negative effect may be a form of pollution, unintentional or intentional.
Since each species does not supposedly admit an unlimited negative impact
on the whole system, we may assume for each species that the range of the
negative effects is a closed interval of the nonnegative reals. Let us agree
further that the system is ruined if and only if the average amount of the
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negative effects is too large, which is an assumption in general close to the
observed reality. Moreover, it may also be reasonable to assume that the
emission process of the negative effects toward the ecosystem is independent
across the species.

Now if X1, X2, · · · ∈d R represent the negative effects from the species,
then the sequence (Xi)i∈N is independent, each Xi is bounded, and there is
some M > 0 such that the ecosystem with n species is ruined if and only if

Ê
1≤i≤n

Xi ≥M.

Take for convenience that there is some closed interval of R that includes
the union of the (essential) ranges of X1, X2, . . . ; let s be the length of this
closed interval.

If we agree also that the nature of the species is not destructive by re-
quiring that the average expected negative effects is eventually less than the
ruin bound in the sense that

lim inf
n→∞

(
M − Ê

1≤i≤n
EXi

)
> 0,

then

P

(
Ê

1≤i≤n
Xi ≥M

)
= P

( n∑
i=1

Xi ≥ nM
)

= P

( n∑
i=1

(Xi − EXi) ≥ nM −
n∑
i=1

EXi

)

= P

( n∑
i=1

(Xi − EXi) ≥ n
(
M − Ê

1≤i≤n
EXi

))

≤P

( n∑
i=1

(Xi − EXi) > nl

)
for some l > 0, some N ∈ N, and all n ≥ N . On the other hand, it follows
from the Hoeffding’s inequality that

P

( n∑
i=1

(Xi − EXi) > nl

)
≤ exp

(
−2n2l2

ns2

)
= exp

(
−2nl2

s2

)
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for every n ∈ N. Given any ε > 0, the last term above is ≤ ε if and only if
n ≥ 2−1l−2s2(log ε−1); so n ≥ N ∨ 2−1l−2s2(log ε−1) implies that

P

(
Ê

1≤i≤n
Xi < M

)
≥ 1− ε.

This says that the ecosystem under consideration will not be ruined with
arbitrarily high probability as long as there are sufficiently many different
species!

The argument in this subsection, as a whole, thus provides a mathemat-
ical why for biodiversity to sustain an ecosystem.

As in the previous subsection, let us examine if our analysis here is
purpose-specific. If we instead let those Xi record the positive effects (whose
measurement is, even conceptually, less direct) that the species contribute
toward their ecosystem, and if we modify the ruin condition so as to preserve
the same essential idea in a way such as requiring that there is some M > 0

such that Ê
1≤i≤n

Xi ≥M if and only if the system with n species sustains, it

seems that we still can replicate the above main argument and get an ex-
actly opposite conclusion. However, the main argument above depends on
a crucial assumption, being the non-destructive nature of the species, that
happens to satisfactorily describe the empirical situation. And for the new
scenario to work, we would probably still need a similar condition, which
must admit the interpretation that the species in nature do not tend to
sustain the system. This is, even in a loose sense, contradictory to what is
observed: Since most species automatically tend to reproduce their kind,
it is difficult to accept that an inborn reproduction “consciousness” implies
an inborn “will” that is not to sustain the underlying ecosystem.

2.4. Why Self-Interest Results in a “Better” Economy? With the
previous biodiversity case in mind, the present scenario is, as we shall see,
technically a close transcription; the interpretation of the conditions would
be more of a focus here.

One of the most famous quotes8 of Adam Smith, an acknowledged found-
ing member of the field of economics, is: “It is not from the benevolence
of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker that we expect our dinner, but
from their regard to their own interest”. We will leave the extrapolation
open, and talk about the concept of self-interest on the basis of the Smith’s
observation. We believe that doing so will not cause a substantial problem,
at least for our purposes.

8This quote is so ubiquitous that we ask pardon for not to cite the quote origin — The
Wealth of Nations — here.
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To begin with, we acknowledge that everyone in a given economy, called
an economic agent or simply an agent, has at their discretion continuum
many possible levels of exertion of their talents or endowments, which con-
stitute a closed interval of the reals. This reflects also that the exertion levels
of every agent are finite in magnitude. Any economic agent can possibly
choose to exert at a negative level; we may think of this condition in terms of
a form of laziness. For instance, we may take the zero of an agent’s exertion
levels as their just-getting-by exertion level. Now the self-interest inclination
comes into play through the requirement that an economic agent’s decision
of trying how hard to exert is independent to that of another9. Then, nat-
urally, we may declare that the economy goes south if and only if there are
too many agents who choose to not exert so that the average modulus of
the negative exertion levels is too large. Moreover, for the ease of interpre-
tation, we maintain that the negation of the economy going south means
the prosperity of the economy. We recall that this condition is similar in
spirit to the ruin condition present in the previous biodiversity case.

Without loss of generality, we may consider X1, X2, · · · ∈d R, and let
them represent the exertion levels of the agents in the reverse orientation
so that each Xi is > 0 if and only if the ith agent exerts at a negative level.
For verbal convenience, let us refer to each Xi as the non-exertion level of
the ith agent. Then (Xi) is independent, each Xi is bounded, and there is
some M > 0 such that the economy goes south if and only if

Ê
1≤i≤n

Xi ≥M.

This specification is again close to the biodiversity case. The technical
difference, which is minor, is merely in that those Xi are now allowed to
possibly take the negative values; and this little modification is to more
precisely capture the case-specific intrinsic characteristics.

For a modern economy, we may believe that a mindset to exert, driven
by the desire to succeed, for example, is common to the agents; so it seems
acceptable to assume also that the average expected non-exertion level is
eventually less than the critical point M in the sense that

lim inf
n→∞

(
M − Ê

1≤i≤n
EXi

)
> 0.

Now if there is some closed interval of R that includes the union of the
ranges of those Xi, and if s is the length of this closed interval, then the

9If the exertion decisions are not independent for reasons other than self-interest, we
may, for instance, (conceptually) “average out” the dependence in the first place; then it
is still reasonable to model the self-interest decisions in terms of the independence of the
decisions.
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main argument in the previous subsection again applies: For every ε > 0
we have

P

(
Ê

1≤i≤n
Xi < M

)
≥ 1− ε

for sufficiently large n. This shows that the economy will prosper with
arbitrarily high probability once there are sufficiently many economic agents
(making self-interest decisions)!

Our argument in this subsection thus, in large, furnishes a mathematical
reason for people’s self-interest exertion decisions to prosper the economy.

The posterior remarks made in the previous subsection still apply here:
For a given modern economy, there is no obvious reason why the agents
would instead have a common sense to be unsuccessful.

3. General Concluding Remarks

Under reasonable, mild conditions, we have shown that, on the basis
of the Hoeffding’s inequality for independent, bounded random variables,
one may obtain a mathematical justification that works uniformly for the
seemingly unrelated popular empirical principles of majority, biodiversity,
and self-interest that were proposed in different fields of study in a virtually
independent way. Moreover, the scheme is parsimonious. Indeed, as we
have seen, for each case there is essentially exactly one assumption that
really matters, namely the assumption that controls the eventual behavior
of the averaged (and translated) expectation of the random variables. For
each case, the other assumptions are almost intrinsic and come into play in
a much more natural, direct way; so they are far away from being binding.

One of the surprising elements of our treatment, as previously hinted,
would be that a pure mathematical consideration from essentially the same
angle turns out to simultaneously explain and hence connect together the
three principles that did not seem related. What is worth pointing out would
also be the unexpected coincidental appropriateness of the translations of
the independence requirement in various contexts. This fact facilitates the
unified mathematical explanation. In particular, our treatment suggests
that the depth of the Hoeffding’s inequality may be extended beyond the
mathematics skyscraper.

Moreover, since the Hoeffding’s inequality does not require the distribu-
tional homogeneity of the random variables, the theoretical means of the
random variables can be quite different in general. The potential wild het-
erogeneity in distribution in turn makes our conclusions unanticipated with
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respect to the assumptions that control the eventual behavior of the aver-
aged (and translated) expectation of the random variables. In this sense,
our conclusions are even not contingent upon a sensitivity analysis.

Our treatment as a whole, being a minimal working scheme that “makes
sense” and hence deliberately omits several detailed features such as the
dynamical aspect, is not intended as a competing theory to the existing
theories in the respective fields. Apart from the intellectual amusement
contained in it, our reasoning here is hoped to be more of an inspiration.
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